
ESN TOKEN PRESALE WHITE PAPER  

SELLER:    Ethically Sourced Network Limited 

PRESALE OFFER:   10,000,000 ESN Tokens  

PRESALE PRICE:   0.03 GBP Per Token 

TRADING START PRICE:  0.06 GBP Per Token 

PRESALE ENDS:   29th July 2022  

TRADING STARTS:   9th August 2022 

ASSET VALUE:      0.12 GBP per token 

 

Web Site:      https://ethicallysourced.net/esntoken/ 
 

Listing On Exchanges:  The ESN Token will trade on 2 Major Exchanges when Trading Starts: 
PancakeSwap (De-Centralized) and Dex-Trade (Centralized). This Presale Offer relates to the sale of 

ESN Tokens on a Presale basis by Ethically Sourced Network Limited. The purpose of the token 

presale is to help fund the operations that will lead to the listing on the Centralized Exchange. 
Accordingly, the tokens are offered at a discounted price.  

 
Security:  ESN believes that the tokens will rise in value after listing on the Centralized Exchange 

and offers Purchasers A Refund if it doesn’t. The Purchaser has the option to make Payment by 

Credit card via a secure Online Payment Gateway. ESN guarantees a full refund on request after 45 
days with the purchaser being able to keep 20% of the ESN Tokens purchased. Should the purchaser 

request a repurchase of the tokens and this does not take place within 7 days, the purchaser will be 
able to claim a full refund on their credit card under Section 75 under the Money Back Guarantee 

and keep all the tokens.     

 

ESN Assets 

- The ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark which is registered in around 30 countries including the UK, 

the USA and across the European Countries. 

- The ESN B2B Platform And London.WS Website with over 670,000 subscribers 

- Online B2B Marketplace with Trade Digitization Tools for FairTrade Products 

 

 ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark Features 

Word Recognition plays a large part in the value of a brand. The term,  ETHICALLY SOURCED throws 

up nearly 20 million search results in Yahoo, and over 10 million search results in Google. 

 

The ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark certifies the producer of a product has attained a certification from 

ETHICALLY SOURCED approved certification organizations, that their products are produced in 

accordance with the Ethically Sourced criteria of that body, PLUS, a certification that the producer is 
part of an acceptable carbon reduction programme. This can be very helpful indeed in the fight 

against Climate change. 

 

There is a demand for ethically sourced products. A  recent survey found 66% of consumers are 

more likely to buy products that are ethically sourced. Latest estimates put the global market value 

of ethically labeled, packaged food products and beverages to around 1 trillion U.S. dollars.  

 

The ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark is being licensed to individual operators nationally who will then pay 

a licensing fee to ESN who would support the programme and provide all the requisite infrastructure. 
ESN is projected to generate over £1.5 million GBP per annum from licensing fees in this regard 

https://ethicallysourced.net/esntoken/


OVERVIEW 

 
The ESN Token is not an ordinary token. It is also an Ethical and Environmental token, to back the 
facilitation of Digital Trade for EthicallySourced and Fair Trade Products. 

  
$50 trillion worth of global assets will be committed to Ethical and Environmental Projects by 2025. 

Individual investors are flocking to this sector. The world’s biggest asset management firms have 

embraced the sector. And now, publicly traded companies are embracing it. Venture capitalists are 
getting involved in the sector, pointing toward a new era of investing. 

  
The lack of a single point of contact and leadership has resulted in paper-based documents of title 

hampering the gains made in other paperless trade initiatives (i.e., with respect to the digitisation of 

trade facilitation documents). ESN will help fill this gap. 
 

ESN is co-operating with IBM and working with banks and other institutions to provide a framework 
for the digitisation of trade facilitation documents for Ethically Sourced Trade and Fair Trade. This is 

something much needed today. 

  
The ESN Token will be used to pay for services across the Ethically Sourced Network of sites so will 

become increasingly valuable. The ESN Token is Asset Backed. ESN wholly owns London.WS which 
has over 670,000 subscribers. As stated above, ESN also owns the ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark. These 

assets provide the Asset Backing.  
  

ESN has thousands of suppliers in its network who will help expand its reach. ESN is continuously 

registering suppliers onto the ESN Network. ESN is also recruiting licensees recruited to the Digital 
Trade Gateways Programme in the countries where the ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark is registered, 

thereby expanding its Digital Trade Network for Ethically Sourced Products. 
 

With the advent of e-Commerce since the pandemic, the value of subscribers is at a premium. There 

is value in trying to attain subscribers and a base cost value if they need to be replaced. Recent 
studies looking at this very thing found that the average company spends an average of $150 to 

acquire a single email address. This includes, “the time, resources, and execution to obtain an email 
subscriber.” 

 

 

ESN TOKEN DETAILS 

Token Name:          ETHICALLY SOURCED 

Token Symbol:          ESN 

Token Type:           BEP-20 

Asset Backing:          $10,050,000. (Value of subscribers used to back tokens being offered) 

Asset Value Per Token:      (The inclusion of the ETHICALLY SOURCED Mark, the inclusion of which 

brings the Asset value to 0.12 GBP per token on a discounted cashflow basis) 

Contract Address:          0xe800fc65e5bc0aa27c39968fb3bb11cb22a9e6f6 

 

 

 


